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We study the nature of the top-Higgs flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) couplings in the
t t¯ production at polarized linear colliders. We show how the polarized linear colliders can be
used to determine the chirality of the FCNC coupling by using the angular distributions of the top
decay products and by examining relevant asymmetries along with the top spin polarizations and
correlations. We obtain a limit on the couplings and find the 3σ upper bound on BR(t → qH) <
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8.84 × 10−4 at s = 500 GeV and L = 500 fb−1 .
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1. Introduction

L tqH = gtut¯R uL H + gut ūRtL H + gtct¯R cL H + gct c̄RtL H + h.c
∗
= t¯(gqt PR + gtq
PL )qH + q̄(gtq PR + g∗qt PL )tH.

(1.1)

The total decay width of the top in the presence of these FCNC couplings can be then written as
Γt = ΓtSM + Γt→qH ≈ ΓtSM + 0.155(| gtq |2 + | gqt |2 ) ,
(1.2)
p
and from the experimentally observed Γt an upper bound on | gtq |2 + | gqt |2 can be obtained. It
was shown in Ref. [1], that studying the single top + Higgs production in pp → (t → W + b)H at
the LHC, will lead to the disentangling of the tuH and tcH couplings. Here we show that at linear
colliders it is possible to distinguish the chirality of those couplings [2].

2. Analysis of the tqH final state at the polarized e− e+ linear collider
We consider the following process in the context of the e− e+ collider,
e− (p1 ) + e+ (p2 ) → t(q1 ) + t¯(q2 ),
t¯(q2 ) → b̄(pb ) + l + (pl ) + ν(pν ).

t(q1 ) → q(pq ) + H,

(2.1)

where q = u, c. The total squared matrix element | M¯2 | of the process in Eq. (2.1) is defined as
| M¯2 | =

t t¯

∑ ∑
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0
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(2.2)

where MλL,R
is the production helicity amplitude of the top with a given helicity λt and the helicities
t
of the anti-top is summed over. The production helicity amplitudes along with the decay matrix
t
(ρλDt λ 0 ) of the top are explicitly given in the Appendix of Ref. [2]. The calculations are done in the
t
frame with the electron beam in the positive z direction, the top emitted at a polar angle θt and the
quark emitted in the top decay making a polar angle θq with the electron beam.
The polar distribution of the emitted quark q (= u, c), in the presence of beam polarization is

dσ
1
=
(1 − PeL− )(1 + PeL+ )|Te−L e+R |2 + (1 + PeL− )(1 − PeL+ )|Te−R e+L |2
ds d cos θq dφt
4
1
− PeT− PeT+ Re ei(η−2φt ) T∗e− e+ Te− e+ ,
(2.3)
L R
R L
2
1
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The FCNC transitions mediated by the Higgs boson are absent at tree level in the standard
model (SM). The SM branching ratio of t → cH is loop induced and of the order of BR(t →
cH)SM ≈ 10−15 , which is many orders of magnitude smaller than the value to be measured at
the 14 TeV LHC. The absence of Higgs mediated tree level FCNC transitions within the SM is
due to the presence of only one Higgs doublet. However these FCNC transitions can be large
in the presence of additional scalar doublets or through the extra contribution of new particles in
the loop diagrams as predicted in many extensions of the SM. The LHC has a dedicated program
measuring the various properties of the Higgs boson, therefore an affirmative observation of the
process t → qH, differing from the SM rate, will be a conclusive indication of new physics beyond
the SM. The most general FCNC tqH Lagrangian considered is of the form
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where η = α− + α+ , with α∓ denoting the angle of polarization of the electron and the positron,
respectively. The degree of the longitudinal and the transversal polarization for the electrons and
positrons are denoted by PeL∓ and PeT∓ , with Te− e+ being the helicity amplitude for the process
λ1 λ2

under consideration. The baseline machine design for future colliders allows for up to PeL,T
− =
±80% electron (longitudinal and transversal) polarization, while provisions have been made to
allow positron polarization of PeL,T
+ = ±30%. The helicities of the electron and the positron are
denoted by λ1 , λ2 respectively and |Te−L e+R |2 , |Te−R e+L |2 , Te∗− e+ Te−L e+R are given by
R L

Te∗− e+ Te−L e+R
R L




±(|gtq |2 − |gqt |2 ) b0 + b1 cos θq + b2 cos2 θq ,

= (3 cos2 θq − 1) cos(η − 2φt ) (|gtq |2 + |gqt |2 )c0 + (|gtq |2 − |gqt |2 )d0 ,

(2.4)

where ai , bi , c0 , d0 coefficients are functions of the standard SM γ and Z couplings with the top
and the leptons in the t t¯ production. These equations are explicitly given in Ref. [2]. The Yukawa
chiral couplings |gtq |2 and |gqt |2 are proportional to the polar angle of the emitted light quark, cos θq
and cos2 θq , but the dependencies differ for |gtq |2 and |gqt |2 . This makes possible to control the
influence of the individual chiral couplings with a suitable choice of beam polarization.
2.1 Angular Asymmetries at the ILC
We consider here the polar angular distributions for different beam polarizations in the presence of chiral FCNC couplings and accordingly construct asymmetries. The results are presented
p
considering |gtq |2 + |gqt |2 = 0.16, in accordance with the latest LHC bounds [1] and the SM
background t¯W b is scaled down to be comparable with the signal. The initial results are presented
without any cuts but a detailed analysis including the experimental cuts is also performed. The

(a)

(b)

√
Figure 1: The polar angle distribution of the quark at s = 500 GeV, for (a) PeL− = PeL+ = 0 and (b)
PeL− = −0.8, PeL+ = 0.3. The different Cases are discussed in the text.
polar angle distribution of the emitted quark, calculated from Eqs.(2.3, 2.4), is plotted in Fig. 1 for
both the signal and the background. The polar angle distribution is sensitive to the chirality of the
Yukawa couplings and the results are given for three different cases
p
p
• Case 1 : |gtq |2 + |gqt |2 = 0.16, • Case 2 : |gtq |2 + |gqt |2 = 0.16, with |gqt |2 = 0
p
• Case 3 : |gtq |2 + |gqt |2 = 0.16, with |gtq |2 = 0.
2
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|Te∓L e±R |2 = (|gtq |2 + |gqt |2 ) a0 + a1 cos θq + a2 cos2 θq
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The different Cases behave similar in the unpolarized case Fig. 1a, but for polarized beams all Cases
clearly differ among each other, Fig. 1b. Therefore using the suitable initial beam polarization the
dominance of one of the coupling if present will be clearly manifested. The azimuthal asymmetry
displays a similar behaviour for the signal and the background, whereas the FB asymmetry distinguishes among the different cases and is sensitive to the beam polarization. We plot in Fig. 2 the FB
asymmetry as a function of cut-off angle cos θ0 , with the dip signifying A f b (cos θ0 ) = 0. We have

also performed a full numerical study of the FCNC interactions in the t → qH decay at the ILC in
the t t¯−zero momentum frame (ZMF). We estimate the sensitivity which can be obtained for these
FCNC couplings from the production cross section, by the efficient signal identification and the
significant background suppression. In Fig. (3) the contours of 3σ and 5σ significance for our process in the |gtq |2 − |gqt |2 plane are presented. The sensitivity of the linear collider will increase with
the implementation of beam polarization with left polarized electrons and right polarized positrons.
2.2 Top spin observables at the ILC
The spin information of the decaying top is not diluted by hadronization. The spins of the top
are correlated in top pair production, therefore the decay products of the top and the antitop are
correlated. We consider the following spin observables
4
St · St ,
3
O3 = 4(St · â)(St · b̂),

O1 =

O2 = St · â,

Ō2 = St¯ · b̂ ,

O4 = 4 ((St · p̂)(St · q̂) + (St · q̂)(St · p̂)) ,

(2.5)

giving the net spin polarization of the top-antitop system (O1 ), polarization of the top (antitop)
quark (O2 (Ō2 )), the top-antitop spin correlation (O3 ), with respect to spin quantization axes â and
b̂. The observable O4 is an additional top-antitop spin correlation with respect to the momentum of
the incoming and the outgoing particles [3]. The observable O1 can be probed using the opening
angle distribution (ϕ), i.e. the angle between the direction of flight of the two (top and antitop)
spin analysers (final particles produced in the top and antitop decays), defined in the t and t¯ frames,
3
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Figure 3: Contour plots in the |gtq |2 −
|gqt |2 plane, for the statistical significance S, from the production c.s., with
unpolarized beams [black] and PeL− =
-0.8, PeL+ = 0.3 [red-dashed].

Figure 2: The forward backward
asymmetry as a function of the cut√
off angle cos θ0 at s = 500 GeV for
PeL− = −0.8, PeL+ = 0.3 See text for the
different Cases.
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respectively, i.e p̂q · p̂l = cos ϕ.
1
1 dσ
= (1 − D cos ϕ) ,
σ d cos ϕ
2

D = hO1 i κq κl −

(2.6)


1
d2σ
1
1 + Bt cos θ f + Bt¯ cos θ f¯ −C cos θ f cos θ f¯ ,
=
σ d cos θ f d cos θ f¯ 4

(2.7)

where θ f (θ f¯) is the angle between the direction of the top (antitop) spin analyser f , ( f¯) in the t (t¯)
rest frame. Comparing Eq. (2.7) with Eq. (2.5) we have
Bt = hO2 i κq ,

Bt¯ = hŌ2 i κl − ,

C = hO3 i κq κl − .

(2.8)

The arbitrary unit vectors â and b̂ in Eq. (2.5) specify different spin quantization axes which can
be chosen to maximize the desired polarization and the correlation effects, and we take them as
â = −b̂ = q̂ ,

(“helicity” basis) ,

â = b̂ = p̂ ,

(“beamline” basis) ,

−p̂ + (1 − γ)z q̂1
â = b̂ = d̂SM = d̂max
,
SM = p
1 − (1 − γ 2 )z2

(“off − diagonal” basis ) ,

(2.9)

where q̂ = q̂1 is the direction of the outgoing top quark and p̂ is the direction of the incoming beam,
both in the t t¯ center of mass frame. The off-diagonal basisp[4] is the one, where the top spins are
100% correlated (z = p̂ · q̂1 = cos θ and γ = Et /mt = 1/ 1 − β 2 ) and interpolates between the
beamline basis at the threshold (γ → 1) and the helicity basis for ultrarelativistic energies (γ →
∞) [4, 5]. In Table 1 we present the values of the different spin observables in the different spin
basis considered here, in the presence of beam polarizations. We note that the top (antitop) spin
polarizations are quite sensitive to the beam polarization, with all observables being proportional to
κ f = κq and will be equal to zero if gtq and gqt are equal. The chiral nature of the FCNC coupling
is more clearly visible in the ‘beamline’ and the ‘off-diagonal’ basis, with the beam polarizations
of PeL− = −0.8 and PeL+ = 0.3. The same happens also for spin-spin correlations [2].

3. Conclusion
We have explored the chiral structure of the flavor-violating top-Higgs interactions through
the t t¯ production at polarized linear colliders. The LHC is currently not sensitive to the chirality of these couplings as both the branching ratio of the top to qH and the total production cross
4
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The spin analyzer for the FCNC top-Higgs decays can be any of the decay product of the top
(antitop). We consider the c/u quark from the top and the l − from the anti-top as spin analysers in
this work. The spin analysing power of the quark from t → qH, (q = u, c) and l from the antitop
decay is given by κq = (|gqt |2 − |gtq |2 )/(|gqt |2 + |gtq |2 ), κl = 1.
The leptons due to the V − A interactions are the perfect spin analysers, with their flight directions 100% correlated with the directions of the antitop spin. It is clear from above that with
|gqt |2 ' |gtq |2 , the spin information of the top will be lost (κq ≈ 0). However in the presence or
dominance of only one of the coupling, the emitted quark acts as a perfect spin analyser (κq ≈ 1).
The observables (O2 , Ō2 , O3 ) can be measured using the double differential angular distribution of
the top and antitop quark decay products:
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Observables
O1

hel
beam
off
min
hel
beam
off
min

O2

O3
O4

PeL− = 0.8, PeL+ = −0.3
0.333κ f
0.247κ f
0.344κ f
−0.351κ f
−0.131κ f
−0.666κ f
0.852 κ f
0.886κ f
0.229 κ f
0.612κ f

PeL− = −0.8, PeL+ = 0.3
0.333κ f
−0.239κ f
−0.436κ f
0.443κ f
0.127κ f
−0.648κ f
0.897κ f
0.924κ f
0.222κ f
0.512κ f

Table 1: The value of the spin observables in different bases, with different choices of initial beam
polarization. κ f = κq for FCNC t-decays and κ f = κb for t → W + b.

section measured at the LHC are proportional to |gtq |2 + |gqt |2 . We have considered various observables such as the polar angle distribution of the quark emitted from the t → qH, forward-backward
asymmetry along with the top spin observables, which exhibit a behaviour sensitive to the nature of the coupling. The sensitivity of the various observables on the FCNC parameters can be
enhanced with a suitable choice of initial beam polarization. We show in Fig. 4 the 3σ and the
30
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Figure 4: The sensitivity of 3σ and 5σ
√
to BR(t → qH) at s = 500 GeV, as a
function of the luminosity, L .
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√
5σ upper bounds on the branching ratios, which can be obtained at the ILC, at s = 500 GeV,
with the choice of beam polarization PeL− = −0.8, PeL+ = 0.3. The BR(t → qH) can be probed to
√
5.59 × 10−3 (8.84 × 10−4 ) at 3σ level at the ILC, with s = 500 GeV, L = 500 fb−1 and a beam
polarization of PeL− = 0(−0.8), PeL+ = 0(0.3).
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PeL− = 0, PeL+ = 0
0.333κ f
−0.076κ f
−0.174κ f
0.176κ f
0.04κ f
−0.654κ f
0.881κ f
0.911κ f
0.224κ f
0.546κ f

Basis

